When considering the 'standard' gamma-camera, one might picture an array of photo-multiplier tubes or a similar array of small-area detectors. This array of imaging detectors would be attached to a corresponding array of scintillator modules (or a solid layer of scintillator) in order to give a high detection efficiency in the energy region of interest, usually 8-140 keV. Over recent years, developments of gamma-cameras capable of achieving much higher spatial resolutions have led to a new range of systems based on Charge-Coupled Devices with some form of signal multiplication between the scintillator and the CCD in order for one to distinguish the light output from the scintillator above the CCD noise. The use of an Electron-Multiplying Charge-Coupled Device (EM-CCD) incorporates the gain process within the CCD through a form of 'impact ionisation', however, the gain process introduces an 'excess noise factor' due to the probabilistic nature of impact ionisation and this additional noise consequently has an impact on the spatial and spectral resolution of the detector. Internal fluorescence in the scintillator, producing K-shell X-ray fluorescence photons that can be detected alongside the incident gamma-rays, also has a major impact on the imaging capabilities of gamma-cameras. This impact varies dramatically from the low spatial resolution to high spatial resolution camera system. Through a process of simulation and experimental testing focussed on the high spatial resolution (EM-CCD based) variant, the factors affecting the performance of gamma-camera systems are discussed and the results lead to important conclusions to be considered for the development of future systems. This paper presents a study into the influence of the EM-CCD gain process and the internal X-ray fluorescence in the scintillator on the performance of scintillator-based gamma cameras (CCD-based or otherwise), making use of Monte Carlo simulations to demonstrate the aspects involved, their influence on the imaging system and the hypotheses previously discussed in experimental studies. (David J. Hall).
1 Introduction 1 There are many applications for gamma-cameras in the energy regime from 2 8-140 keV, from medical imaging to synchrotron-based research. It is gener-3 ally possible to split current gamma-camera technology into two groups: low 4 spatial resolution and high spatial resolution systems. Here, low-resolution 5 gamma-cameras are defined as those with a resolution of a few hundred mi-6 crometers or greater. High-resolution gamma-cameras are defined here as those 2.1 Inorganic scintillators 79 The scintillator acts to convert a single high-energy quantum into many lower 80 energy quanta. The reduction in energy of the quanta to be detected leads to 81 a much higher efficiency of detection than would be possible with the higher 82 energy quantum. 83 The scintillation process can be described in five stages as detailed in [8]: 84 (1) Creation of electron-hole pairs through the absorption of ionising radia-85 tion. 86 (2) Relaxation of primary e-h pairs, producing multiple secondary electrons, 87 holes, photons, phonons and other electronic excitations. 88 (3) Thermalisation of secondary e-h pairs through interactions with the vi-89 brations of the environment. 90 (4) Energy transfer to the luminescence centres. 91 (5) Emission of energy from luminescence centres in the form of lower energy 92 photons. 93 At the energies considered in this study, the photo-electric effect dominates due 94 to a larger interaction cross-section than the Compton interactions, Figure 1 . dimensions [9, 10] . The scintillator can also be grown in a columnar form that, 128 although not perfect, reduces the spread in the light emitted in the scintilla-129 tor, Figure 2 . In a similar way to a fibre-optic plate, the scintillator acts to 130 channel the light to the CCD along the columnar structures, acting to reduce 131 the light spread and increase the peak in intensity of the Gaussian-like profile 132 observed at the CCD surface. Interactions occurring in the scintillator due to gamma-ray irradiation must 139 be studied in greater detail in order to ascertain the imaging capabilities of a 140 scintillator-based camera system. The interaction process inside the scintilla- are not of interest here as these will provide a single spectral peak. For the 150 imaging of harder X-rays, those above approximately 30-35 keV, one has to 151 consider the impact of K-shell fluorescence on the imaging capabilities of the 152 system.
153
Considering the case of a 241 Am source providing incident gamma-rays at 154 59.5 keV, one can discuss the internal X-ray fluorescence further. Approxi-155 mately 90% of interactions in the caesium iodide at 59.5 keV will be due to 156 the photo-electric effect. Of these primary interactions, the fluorescence yield distance between the initial interaction and the secondary event that affects 186 the imaging capabilities of the device. This process was observed in [13, 14] as 187 a "separately resolved primary interaction and the secondary K X-ray interac-188 tion", giving an 'extra' event outside the line of a slit placed over the camera.
189
Here we aim to determine the impact of the detection of these 'extra' events 190 on the spatial and spectral resolution using simulations designed to confirm 191 and explore the results detailed in the experimental studies and the affect the the PMT array provides an optimal resolution limit above which such a system 235 could not deliver. One way of improving the spatial resolution of a 'standard' 236 gamma-camera is to replace the PMT array with an 'array of detectors' for 237 which the individual element size is much reduced -a CCD or CMOS/hybrid 238 based system.
239
In order to cope with applications in which a high-flux rate is required, the 240 readout speed of the detector must be increased to enable the use of 'photon- The number of signal electrons in a charge packet in a CCD can be increased 262 through the process of 'impact ionisation' [21] . When a controllable high volt-263 age is placed over a CCD electrode, creating a high electric field between this 264 and neighbouring electrodes, the 'impact ionisation' process can be controlled.
265
With an increase in the signal charge and no subsequent increase in readout 266 noise, the 'effective readout noise' (compared to original signal level) can be 267 reduced to the sub-electron level. Although this process can generate spurious signal through the formation of 294 electron-hole pairs from non-signal electrons, the process can be controlled 295 through the application of specific voltages to a specially designed gain struc-296 ture in the CCD where the probability of impact ionisation increases as the 297 electric-field increases in magnitude. Varying the voltage applied to the multi-298 plication electrode structure alters the electric-field and allows the gain process 299 to be controlled.
300
Due to the stochastic nature of the multiplication gain, during the gain process 301 each signal electron can be assumed to behave independently and may generate 302 a different number of avalanche electrons. The excess noise factor, F, a measure 303 of the ratio of the noise on the signal at the input to the gain register compared 304 to that at the output (for optical photons) where G is the total multiplication 305 gain, σ 2 n in is the variance on the signal before the gain process and σ 2 nout is the 306 variance of the output signal, is defined as [29]:
For a large number of transfers across the gain register (as found in the EM-
309
CCDs produced by e2v technologies), this formula can be solved [6] to produce:
To a first approximation, F tends to √ 2 for high gain factors (tens to hun- layer was coupled to an EM-CCD through the use of a fibre-optic taper. The 327 11 ent spatial resolutions in the two dimensions of 60 µm and 100 µm at 122 keV.
329
Using the peak signal in each event detected, 'energy peaks' can be observed 330 at 122 keV and 28 keV using two different sources, although the broadening 331 of the spectrum to lower energies causes an overlap with the 28 keV peak such 332 that one cannot determine the origin of photons measured at lower energies 333 (if both sources were present).
334
Each X-ray interacting in the scintillator will do so at a different depth and 335 will therefore generate a signal at the EM-CCD with a differing ' of the spread in the light generated in the scintillator. ponent, resulting in the curvature at the edges of the ESF (Figure 4(a) ). These to the low activity of the source). A higher frame rate and a source with a 554 Fig. 6 . Flowchart of the interactions incorporated into the simulation process for irradiation of CsI by 59.5 keV gamma-rays.
(a) Experimental spectra for Am 241 (data points) and the simulated spectrum (solid line).
(b) Experimental spectra for Co 57 (data points) and the simulated spectrum (solid line). Fig. 7. (a) The spectrum achieved experimentally from the Am 241 source (data points, [4]) shows the components at the energies specified in the flowchart from Figure 6 . A cut-off at approximately 40-50 keV allows the removal of some of the reabsorbed fluorescence, but this removes the bulk of the escape events also and therefore dramatically reduces the number of counts. (b) The experimental spectrum obtained using Co 57 (data points, [4]) can be explained following a similar analysis as shown in Figure 6 but for Co 57 . The peak at approximately 60 keV is thought to be the detection of Kα fluorescence from the tungsten edge.
(a) Well separated events.
(b) Coincident events.
(c) Semi-coincident events. Fig. 8 . The "energy" of each event is assumed to be proportional to the summed signal over a fixed area window surrounding the peak in intensity of each event.
(a) Two events have occurred across the pixilated structure of the CCD such that no signal from the second event is summed with the first. The "energy" recorded is that of the first event only. (b) Two events occur in very close proximity, such that the spread of signal from each event creates one "single" event that is recorded with the summed energy (60 keV here). (c) Two events occur a short distance apart such that a fraction of the signal from the second event is included in the "energy" recorded for the first event. The amount of "extra energy" included with the first event will vary with the distance between the events and therefore some of the low energy events will be moved to higher energies in the spectrum across a continuum from 30 keV up to 60 keV, from (a) to (b). source in the experimental results shown is 33% (20 keV at 60 keV), converging on the limits imposed by the multiplication gain process and intrinsic energy (a) Centre of the pixel.
(b) Corner of the pixel. Fig. 9 . A comparison of the expected optimal centroiding accuracy using a simple 3×3 "centre of mass" for a standard non-EM CCD as discussed previously (10 electrons rms readout noise) and an EM-CCD (with a gain of 10) from simulations of a representative Gaussian profile (FWHM of 38 µm and peak signal of 80 electrons at 60 keV, scaling linearly with energy) placed in the centre (a) and corner (b) of a pixel. The excess noise from the gain process, when coupled with the reduction in the effective readout noise, has minimal impact and the 'best case' resolution improves beyond that of the standard CCD. The effects are emphasised for the corner of the pixel where the signal does not 'peak' in one pixel, but instead is shared over four pixels in a 2 × 2 grid, with subsequent reductions in signal for the the neighbouring pixels, as defined by a Gaussian profile placed in the corner of the pixel. as the effective binning of the signal increases the size of each imaging 'pixel'. Fig. 11 . Results from the same experimental campaign as detailed in Section 8. An energy threshold of 45 keV was used to remove many'low energy' events and hence remove a portion of the fluorescent and escape events. The improved resolution is shown by the improved MTF across all spatial frequencies, but particularly at high spatial frequencies (a factor of 2 improvement at 20 lp/mm).
11 Reducing the impact of the internal X-ray fluorescence 760 It has been detailed in [2] that through the use of energy discrimination (using 761 the calculated energy of a profile through methods as described in Section 8.3) 762 one can remove the many of the re-absorbed fluorescence events. This process 763 does, however, come at a cost to the effective detection efficiency, as a large 764 number of primary interaction events will also be removed, leaving only ap- high-resolution gamma-camera such as this is limited by the processes through 819 which the high spatial resolution is achieved. By using only a small proportion 820 of the visible photons emitted by the scintillator for each event (to keep the 821 spatial information in the form of the Gaussian-like event profile), the noise on 822 the detected signal is comparatively high and is increased further still through 823 the gain process of the EM-CCD (required to keep the effective readout noise 824 low at the high frame-rates required for photon-counting imaging).
825
In systems in which the energy of the incident X-rays is lower than the K 
